
EASY ROLLER BLIND
E A S Y  C R A F T

Sew 2cm seams on each side of your fabric.
Turn up the bottom hem by 3.5cm, pin and sew in place. Note: the base bar will need to fit
inside, but without too much extra space that it will move around.
Attach the double-sided tape to the pole, unless already supplied with tape.
Carefully push the brackets onto each end of the hollow pole (especially if they are plastic, as
too much force will break them. Do't use a hammer), making sure that the beaded end is on
the side you prefer, and that they are lined up with each other, sitting upright (as they would
when fixed to the window frame, eg. beads hanging straight down), with the tape across the
top of the pole.
Attach the 'cupped' bracket part to the window frame, using a drill and the screws/rawl plugs
supplied.
Fitting the pole to the bracket part and holding thepole at the other end, double-check the
pisition of the other bracket part. Remove the pole and attach the part to the window frame.
Stick the top wrong-side end of the fabric to the tape (with the pole beneath the fabric and
covered by it), starting at one end and smoothing the fabric flat as you go.
Insert the base bar, stitching in place at each end, if necessary (however, you won't be able to
remove the bar later for washing, although your material may not be suitable for machine
washing in any case).
Attach the pole to the window frame and wind the fabric around it a few times to check that
it lines up when rolled. Otherwise, remove the pole and adjust the way the fabric is attached
to the tape. Once the blind rolls up and down smoothly, you're done!
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Fabric to fit the area to be covered, plus 2cm either side for the seam allowance, and an
additional 10cm drop, including allowance for bottom bar and pole attachment. Note: this should
be the same width as your pole, plus 4cm.
Hollow pole cut to fit (inside or outside window), allowing space for brackets on each end (eg. to
fit 25mm brackets. Note: these will be very snug, so allow an extra couple of mm leaway). 
Strong double sided fixing tape. Note, some suppliers sell poles with adhesive tape already
attached.
Sewing machine (optional) or needle, and matching thread.
Tape measure, pencil (to mark bracket holes before driling).
Roller blind brackets kit to fit pole ends, e.g. 25mm.
Weighted roller blind base bar (e.g. 25mm) cut to the same length as the top pole.
Drill and screwdriver.
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I N S T R U C T I O N S

Tip: If lining your roller blind with different fabric, the two materials may not roll up together smoothly. You can
avoid this problem by leaving the lining unattached at the bottom (i.e. sew it within the side seams and 2.5mm
down from the top of the main fabric only, cutting the lining to sit along the top of the base hem).
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